Efficient ACA

Affordable Care Act Compliance Toolkit
The rules of employee benefit management have changed
with the implementation of ACA. Employers now face additional compliance risks
and increased complexity surrounding HR tasks.

You need help untangling IRS ACA compliance requirements.
Efficient Hire makes it easy and affordable for you.
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ACA Compliance Management
The Challenges –

If you are a business owner and fall under the ACA reporting
requirements to the IRS, you are not alone in your frustration. The
compliance pressure continues to increase as thousands of IRS
penalty notices are being delivered each year.

The Efficient Solution –

Life is complicated enough, so let us streamline ACA for you!
Here’s how our technology is the difference for your compliance needs:

» Have peace of mind that our ACA team will guide you all the way.
» Quick & easy implementation.
» We can handle those complex muti-ein requirements, too.
» Confirmation of plan design.
» Year-end IRS 1094-C & 1095-C form prep and review.
The Efficient Affordability Simulator helps you avoid penalties by:

» Determining if your benefit plans are affordable.
» Helps you optimize your employer contribution.
» Electing the best safe harbor method.

We make your day-to-day benefits management a breeze with
our streamlined Employee Notifications Dashboard. Your new hires
will receive the Marketplace Notification automatically and it can be
provided annually to current employees.
All tracking and measuring is done in real-time based on payroll
data, so a notification of eligibility is never missed.

When it comes time for year-end reporting to the IRS,
We have you covered!

» Automated IRS 1094-C & 1095-C form generation.
» Automated submission to the IRS & receipt for audit trail.
» Electronic delivery of 1095-C forms to your employees.

Connect with us now!

https://www.efficienthire.com/affordable-care-act/

